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Mechanism of elastic instability in Couette flow of polymer solutions:
Experiment
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~Received 8 January 1998; accepted 6 July 1998!

Experiments on flow stability and pattern formation in Couette flow between two cylinders with
highly elastic polymer solutions are reported. It is found that the flow instabilities are determined by
the elastic Deborah number, De, and the polymer concentration only, while the Reynolds number
becomes completely irrelevant. A mechanism of such ‘‘purely elastic’’ instability was suggested a
few years ago by Larson, Shaqfeh, and Muller@J. Fluid Mech.218, 573~1990!#, referred to as LMS.
It is based on the Oldroyd-B rheological model and implies a certain functional relation between De
at the instability threshold and the polymer contribution to the solution viscosity,hp /h, that
depends on the polymer concentration. The elastic force driving the instability arises when
perturbative elongational flow in radial direction is coupled to the strong primary azimuthal shear.
This force is provided by the ‘‘hoop stress’’ that develops due to stretching of the polymer
molecules along the curved streamlines. It is found experimentally that the elastic instability leads
to a strongly nonlinear flow transition. Therefore, the linear consideration by LMS is expanded to
include finite amplitude velocity perturbations. It is shown that the nature of the elastic force implies
major asymmetry between inflow and outflow in finite amplitude secondary flows. This special
feature is indeed exhibited by the experimentally observed flow patterns. For one of the flow
patterns it is also shown that the suggested elastic force should be quite efficient in driving it, which
is important evidence for the validity of the mechanism proposed by LMS. Further, the predicted
relation between De andhp /h is tested. At fixedhp /h the elastic instability is found to occur at
constant Deborah number in a broad range of the solution relaxation times in full agreement with the
theoretical prediction. The experimentally found dependence of the Deborah number onhp /h also
agrees with the theoretical prediction rather well if a proper correction for the shear thinning is
made. This provides further support to the proposed instability mechanism. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~98!02210-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Instabilities in flows of polymeric fluids have been a
tracting increasing attention recently.1,2 Being interesting by
itself, this subject is of major importance for polymer pr
cessing and rheometry. Investigation of flow instabilities a
pattern formation in polymeric fluids can be considered a
special test of their rheological properties. Hence, it can c
tribute to our understanding of the polymer fluid rheolog
This is also a promising direction in approaching the pro
lem of drag reduction, when minute additions of high m
lecular weight polymers dramatically reduce turbulent dra3

Polymeric liquids are viscoelastic: The stress field in
polymeric liquid is not uniquely defined by the current ra
of strain, but rather depends on the history of the liqu
deformations.4 The polymer molecules are stretched by flo
and it takes them some characteristic relaxation timel to
adjust to changes in the flow conditions. One can expect
in polymeric fluids flow instability thresholds and patter
selected above them are different from those in normal N
tonian fluids. This has indeed been found for various type
flows.5–10 Most of the recent activity, however, is related
the ‘‘purely elastic’’ flow instabilities which are observed
very low Reynolds numbers, Re, and do not have their co
2451070-6631/98/10(10)/2451/13/$15.00
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terparts in Newtonian hydrodynamics.1,2 These flow insta-
bilities occur in highly elastic polymeric liquids, when larg
elastic energy stored in the polymer chains stretched by
primary flow is released by a secondary vortex motion.

II. MECHANISM OF ELASTIC INSTABILITY

Most of the purely elastic instabilities that have be
reported so far occur in shear flows with curve
streamlines.11–18 This is the flow geometry in which the
well-known phenomenon of ‘‘rod climbing’’~Weissenberg
effect! is observed.19,4 If a vertical rotating rod is inserted in
a beaker with a highly elastic polymeric liquid, the liqu
starts to climb up on it, instead of being pushed outward
the centrifugal force. The reason for this rod climbing is th
the rod rotation produces a shear flow, which stretches
polymer molecules around the rod in the azimuthal directi
These elongated molecules act as stretched rubber band
push the liquid toward the rod~‘‘hoop stress’’!. In other
words, one can say that stretching of the polymer molecu
along the streamlines leads to negative normal stress di
enceN15tuu2t rr , wherer, u, andz are cylindrical coordi-
nates. Since the cylindrical geometry is curvilinear, the ne
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tive normal stress difference produces a volume force,N1 /r ,
acting inwards in the radial direction that causes the
climbing.

The Couette–Taylor~CT! system, a simple arrangeme
of two coaxial cylinders with a working fluid in the annula
gap between them, is one of the most well-studied geo
etries in fluid mechanics.20 In the usual case the fluid is New
tonian, the outer cylinder is stationary, and the inner cylin
is rotating. If the rotation velocity,V, of the inner cylinder is
gradually increased, at some critical Reynolds number, Rc ,
the basic purely azimuthal Couette flow becomes unsta
and a stationary pattern of the Taylor vortex flow~TVF!
develops in the system.20 This Taylor instability is driven by
centrifugal force and it has become a paradigm for flow
stability and pattern formation in Newtonian fluids. In high
elastic polymeric liquids, where the centrifugal force is t
tally suppressed by the elastic hoop stress, one can exp
hoop stress driven instability to develop. So, the CT sys
was the most natural first choice to explore elastic instab
ties.

Elastic instability in CT flow was studied bot
experimentally11 and theoretically12 by Larson et al. This
group of authors and Ref. 12 is referred to below as LM
They conducted their experiments using dilute solutions
flexible, high molecular weight polymers in viscous Newto
ian solvents. Rheological properties of such solutions~Boger
fluids21! can be described reasonably well by the Oldroyd
model,4,1 with the stress tensor given byt5ts1tp. Here, the
contributionts52hsġ is due to Newtonian viscosity of th
solvent, hs ; ġ5“v1“vT is the rate-of-strain tensor, an
(“v)T is the transposed tensor of the rate of deformati
~We use the stress sign convention of Ref. 4, so that st
and rate of strain have opposite signs.! The polymer part in
the stress is given by

tp1lt~1!
p 52hpġ, ~1!

wherel is the relaxation time andt(1)
p is a convected deriva

tive of tp:

t~1!
p [

dtp

dt
2~“v!T

–tp2tp
–“v. ~2!

Hered/dt[(]/]t1v–“) is the usual full time derivative. In
a stationary shear flow,vx5ġxyy, the polymer shear stress
txy

p 52hpġxy . Thus, an apparent solution viscosity,h5hp

1hs , can be introduced such thattxy52hġxy . The first
normal stress difference in such a flow, that is a purely e
tic effect, is given byN1[txx2tyy52C1(ġxy)

2, with the
coefficientC152hpl. The Oldroyd-B equations can be d
rived from a microscopic elastic dumbbell model, where
polymer molecule is modeled by two beads connected b
Hookean spring.4 Then l is just the relaxation time of a
dumbbell, andhp is proportional to the dumbbell concentr
tion andl. This always allows one to relate the stress ten
in the Oldroyd-B fluid to average strain and orientation
the dumbbells.

The mechanism of elastic instability in the CT syste
suggested by LMS is based on the Oldroyd-B model. T
primary flow in the CT system with the inner cylinder rota
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ing ~Couette flow! is a pure shear flow in theru plane that
generates a normal stress differenceN1[tuu2t rr 5
22hpl(ġ ru)2 and a radial forceN1 /r per unit volume.
~This force is counterbalanced by the pressure gradi
]p/]r 5N1 /r !. A secondary flow in the CT system shou
include regions of elongational flow in ther direction, where
]v r /]rÞ0 ~see Fig. 1, where TVF is taken as an example
a secondary flow!. The simplest form of the deformation rat
tensor in coordinates (u,r ,z) is then

“ iv j5S 0 0 0

ġ ru ė 0

0 0 2 ė
D , ~3!

where ė[]pr /]r is a small perturbation.22 Substituting~3!
into Eq. ~1!, gives the following system of equations fortp

~the index ‘‘p’’ is omitted below for simplicity!:

tuu1l
dtuu

dt
52lġ rut ru , ~4a!

t ru1l
dt ru

dt
2lėt ru52hpġ ru1lġ rut rr , ~4b!

t rr 1l
dt rr

dt
22lėt rr 522hpė. ~4c!

Neglecting the time derivatives and takinglė!1, we obtain
t rr 522hpė, which corresponds to radial stretching of th
dumbbells. Being stretched in the radial direction, the dum
bells become more susceptible to the basic shear flow. T
is expressed in Eq.~4b! by coupling betweent rr and ġ ru .
~There also exists a direct coupling betweent ru andė!. As a
result, the shear stress increases byDt ru523hpėlġ ru ,
compared to the primary Couette flow. This increased sh
stress also couples toġ ru that changes the azimuthal stre
by Dtuu526hpė(lġ ru)2. Thus, the addition of the
small perturbation of]v r /]r to the basic flow generate
additional normal stress difference,DN1[Dtuu2t rr

522hpė@3(lġ ru)221#, and additional elastic volume
force in the radial direction,f r5DN1 /r , that can drive the
radial flow.

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the flow lines, velocities, and elastic force
r –z cross section of a flow of TVF type in Oldroyd-B fluid. The direction
of v r and f r are shown by different arrows in four regions~presented by
circles! with all possible combinations of signs ofv r and]v r /]r . The sign
of ]v r /]r is shown by plus and minus signs inside the circles.
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The dimensionless productlġ ru is called the Deborah
number, De. It defines the degree of stretching of the po
mers by the primary flow. In a CT system with a small g
size, d!R1 , whereR1 is the inner cylinder radius,ġ ru is
almost constant across the gap and equal toVR1 /d, so that
De>lVR1 /d. For a small gap and De>2, which is usually
the case for the elastic instability, the elastic force is given
f r>26hp(]v r /]r )De2/R1 . ~Here the minus is becaus
positive ]v r /]r generates elastic force directed inward!
The volume force due to viscous friction, which resists to
radial flow, can be estimated ash(]2v r /]r 2). Since for a
vortex flow filling the gap between the cylinders should
(]v r /]r )/(]2v r /]r 2);d, the ratio between the elastic driv
ing and the viscous resistance is proportional to

K[
hp

h

d

R1
De2. ~5!

The elastic instability should occur when the parameteK
exceeds a certain threshold.23 When the gap ratio,d/R1 , and
the polymer contribution to the viscosity,hp /h, are fixed the
elastic instability is expected to arise at constant De indep
dent ofl. If only the gap ratio is fixed, andhp /h is varied,
the Deborah number at the instability threshold should
pend on it as De;(hp /h)20.5.

The elastic instability mechanism can be shortly form
lated as follows.22 Perturbative radial elongational flow,ė,
couples to the strong azimuthal shear,ġ ru , that results in a
radial volume force,f r , which reinforces the radial flow. A
condition for the reinforcement is that the directions of t
force, f r , and the radial velocity,v r , coincide, so thatf rv r

.0, and the elastic force makes positive work on the flow
this relation it is quite instructive to compare the elastic
stability mechanism to that of the Taylor instability in New
tonian fluid. The Taylor instability occurs when specific a
gular momentum of the fluid is decreasing along the rad
which is the case when only the inner cylinder is rotatin
Then a fluid element moving outward in the radial directi
will find itself surrounded by slower rotating fluid. Thus, th
fluid element will experience a centrifugal force larger th
its surroundings and will be accelerated outward. A flu
element moving inwards will enter the regions where
fluid rotates faster. Therefore, the local pressure gradi
that exactly counterbalances the centrifugal force exp
enced by the surrounding fluid, will accelerate this fluid e
ment further inwards. So, in the case of the Taylor insta
ity, the direction of the driving force experienced by a flu
element moving along the radius always coincides with
direction of motion.~There also exists viscous damping th
resists the fluid motion.!

The situation is clearly different in the case of the elas
instability described above. Here, the driving force per u
volume, f r , is proportional to2]v r /]r rather than tov r

itself. The effect of the elastic force on flow will be define
by sign of the expression2v r(]v r /]r )52 1

2](v r
2)/]r . Situ-

ations with all possible combinations of signs ofv r and
]v r /]r are shown in Fig. 1, where TVF is taken as an e
ample. One can see that the productf rv r;2](v r

2)/]r is
positive near the outer cylinder and negative near the in
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cylinder, and should average to zero when integrated o
the whole space. Therefore, elastic instability cannot gen
ate a stationary flow of the type shown in Fig. 1.

Up to now we have suggested that the radial velocity
infinitely small, so that the elastic force,f r , in every point is
completely defined by the local velocity gradient,2]v r /]r .
Then, as it can be discerned from Fig. 1, the productf rv r

averages out to zero when integrated separately over reg
where v r,0 ~inflow! or v r.0 ~outflow!. The situation
changes at finite radial velocity, when the characteristic ti
of motion of a fluid element across the gap,d/v r , is of the
order of the relaxation time,l. Since the stress tensor,tp, is
advected by the fluid motion, the value of the elastic for
f r[D(tuu2t rr )/r , over the whole inflow becomes influ
enced by its value in the beginning of the inflow, near t
outer cylinder.~The same is true for the outflow.! At the
beginning of the inflowf r is directed inwards. Therefore, th
product f rv r averaged over the region wherev r,0 should
be positive, so that the elastic force should reinforce infl
of a finite amplitude. On the other hand, at the beginning
the outflow~near the inner cylinder! the directions off r and
v r are opposite. Thus, by the same token, the average o
product f rv r should be negative in the outflow whend/v r

.l. In fact, in the Lagrangian coordinates, the finite rad
velocity leads to oscillations of]v r /]r with a characteristic
frequency ofv r /d. These oscillations result in a phase sh
between]v r /]r and f r that breaks symmetry between inflo
and outflow. So, whenv r is finite, the action of the elastic
force in inflow and outflow is not symmetric.

We conclude that, while the elastic instability cann
lead to stationary secondary flow with infinitely small rad
velocity, a stationary flow pattern can possibly arise a
result of a finite amplitude transition. Further, one can exp
that flow patterns with sufficiently large radial velocity~such
that d/v r.l! that are driven by the elastic force,f r , will
exhibit major asymmetry between inflow and outflow.

In the original paper by LMS12 only linear stability
analysis with respect to axisymmetric modes was carried
It was found that flow mode arising as a result of the elas
instability is oscillatory and appears in a form of a traveli
wave moving outward in the radial direction, so thatv r

5Aei (kr2vt), wherev.1/l andk.2p/d. @It is only a gen-
eral form, since an exact solution should satisfy the bound
conditions,v r(R1)5v r(R2)50.# The oscillatory nature of
the developing secondary flow was considered by the aut
as an inherent part of the elastic instability and was includ
in their formulation of the instability mechanism. Substitu
ing ė[]v r /]r 5 ikv r into Eq. ~4! and taking againlė!1,
we obtain

f r>2
hp De2

R1

412~12 ivl!

~12 ivl!3 ikv r

.
2php De2

R1d
~21 i !v r ,

i.e., the elastic force acts in the direction of the radial velo
ity and can drive the flow.

The experiments with Boger fluids reported in LMS a
in later papers by the same authors13 indeed revealed elasti
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instabilities of oscillatory type, withv.1/l, which occurred
at vanishing Re. The spatial structure of the observed fl
patterns was not resolved, though. Resolution of the sp
structure required more elaborate visualization techniq
than were employed in recent experiments by Mulleret al.16

A few types of axisymmetric oscillatory patterns were o
served in those experiments. The predicted structure of
radial wave of the typev r;ei (kr2vt) was not confirmed,
though. In fact, the recent, more accurate theoret
studies15,24 showed that the purely elastic instability in C
flow should always lead to nonaxisymmetric modes. The
fore, it is not quite clear, whether the flow patterns repor
in Ref. 16 were really driven by the mechanism suggested
LMS. Recent nonlinear calculations,24 carried out for the
case when both cylinders in a CT system are rotating, im
that the purely elastic instability leads to discontinuous fl
transitions~backward bifurcations!. So, the nonaxisymmetric
modes found in the linear stability analysis15,24 are supposed
to appear as transients only.

One of the main points in experiments on elastic ins
bility in CT flow was to measure the Deborah number, Dec ,
at the instability threshold and to compare it with the the
retical predictions.12,13,15,16However, in spite of considerabl
efforts, agreement between the experiments and theory
mained controversial.

An important prediction of the model described above
that the elastic instability is determined by the nondime
sional parameterK. Exploring conditions of the onset o
elastic instability in the CT system and the flow patter
appearing above the instability threshold was the main p
pose of the experiments that we report in this paper. Ve
cation of the model prediction requires independent varia
of hp /h, d/R1 , andl. Section III ~experiment A! describes
experiments at fixedhp /h and d/R1 , and varyingl. The
theoretical prediction of constant De at the instability thre
old is confirmed in a broad range ofl. Section IV ~experi-
ment B! is devoted to experiments at varyinghp /h. When a
correction for the shear thinning ofhp and l is made, the
experimental results are found to be in reasonably g
agreement with the theoretical prediction of D
;(hp /h)20.5 at the instability threshold. The results are d
cussed in the Sec. V.

III. EXPERIMENT A

A. Experimental apparatus and techniques

In this section we report results of our experiments
CT flow in a 300 ppm solution of high molecular weig
PAAm @polyacrylamide,Mw5(4 – 6)3106, with a broad
molecular weight distribution#. The Newtonian solvent was
viscous sugar syrup, a 63% solution of saccharose in wa
Molecules of PAAm are flexible and its solutions exhib
significant first normal stress difference in shear flows,21 in
agreement with the Oldroyd-B model. Viscoelastic prop
ties of the PAAm solution were studied in the regimes
constant and oscillating shear rate using Haake 100 vi
metric system. The temperature of the liquid was control
up to 0.05 °C, which corresponded to variation ofhs by less
than 0.5%. The apparent solution viscosity,h(ġ)[t/ġ, was
w
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measured with a precision of about 1% in range ofġ from
0.1 to 6 s21. The polymer part of viscosity,hp(ġ)[h(ġ)
2hs , exhibited significant shear thinning~hp at lġ54 was
lower by 25% than atġ→0, see Fig. 2 below!. So, to avoid
ambiguity, the values ofhp(ġ) andh(ġ) at ġ→0, denoted
below ashp

0 and h0, respectively, are taken as represen
tives. The shear thinned values ofhp(ġ) and h(ġ) are de-
noted byhp

1 andh1, respectively.
Carrying out rheometric measurements in the oscillat

regime, we obtained the values of shear stress amplitudet0 ,
and the phase shift,d, between the stress and the shear ra
ġ, as functions of the oscillation frequency,v, and the shear
rate amplitude,ġ0 . The phase shift,dp(v,ġ0), between the
oscillations of the polymer part of stress,tp, and ġ was
calculated then asdp5tan21@t0 tan(d)/(t02t0

s)#, wheret0
s is

the stress amplitude measured with the pure solvent.
relaxation time,l(ġ0), taken asdp(v,ġ0)/v at v→0, was a
decreasing function ofġ0 . This shear thinning of the relax
ation time was rather strong, so thatl(ġ0) measured atġ0

50.5/l was smaller by 30% thanl(ġ0) at ġ0→0. There-
fore, the value ofl(ġ0) at ġ0→0, denoted below asl0, was
used as a representative relaxation time. It could be de
mined with an error of about 10%, that was mostly due
two extrapolations to zero. The Deborah number based onl0

is designated as De0, De05l0ġ. ~Note that in our previous
publications9,18,25 l0ġ was designated as De.! The shear
thinned relaxation time,l(ġ0), is denoted in the text asl8.

The experiments were carried out in a temperature c
trolled CT system with the cylinder radiiR1534 mm, R2

541 mm, and the lengthL5516 mm. The gap ratio,d/R1 ,
was 0.206. The gap ratio is not very small, yet this is n
supposed to influence the functional dependence ofK on l
andhp /hs . In the explored temperature region of 5–30 °
the solvent viscosity,hs , changed from 0.29 to 0.052 Pa
On the other hand, the ratiohp(ġ)/hs almost did not depend
on temperature, as long as the Deborah number,l0ġ, was
kept constant. Dependencies ofhp /hs on De0 at three dif-
ferent temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. One can see tha
dependencies ofhp /hs on the Deborah number at 10, 2
and 30 °C collapse onto a universal curve, when the fu

FIG. 2. Relative polymer viscosity,hp /hs[(h(ġ)2hs)/hs , as a function
of the Deborah number, De05l0ġ, at three different temperatures. Th
values ofhp /hs plotted for 10, 20, and 30 °C are the measured valu
multiplied by factors of 0.977, 0.986, and 1, respectively. Inset: viscosit
10 °C as a function of the shear rate.
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tions hp(De0)/hs are multiplied by factors of 0.977, 0.98
and 1, respectively. So,hp

0/hs has an almost constant valu
of about 0.83 in the whole experimental range, and sh
thinning of hp depends on the Deborah number only.

The relaxation time,l0, was carefully measured accord
ing to the procedure described above at one temperature
was used as a reference point. Then the dependenciesdp

on v at different temperatures were measured with the sh
rate amplitudes,ġ0 , chosen inversely proportional to the e
pected values ofl0. In this way the proper values ofl0 were
found, such that dependencies ofdp on l0v measured at
constantl0ġ0 collapsed onto a universal curve that is sho
in Fig. 3. By this procedure the ratios between the relaxa
times,l0, could be determined with precision of about 2%
which defined the relative error of our estimates of De0 at
different temperatures. It was found that the relaxation ti
approximately followed the relationl0;hs /T2. So by
changing the temperature in the CT column from 30 to 5
we changedl0 from 0.43 to 3.1 s.

At the conditions of fixedd/R1 andhp /h realized in the
CT flow, the onset of the elastic instability should be defin
by the Deborah number, while the inertial Taylor instabil
is expected to occur at certain value of Re. Therefore,
appropriate nondimensional parameter,k, that defines the re
lation of the elastic and inertial effects is the ratio De0/Re
(Re5VR1dr/h0). The parameterk does not depend on th
cylinder rotation and is also equal to the ratio ofl0 to the
viscous diffusion time,k5l0/tvd . The viscous diffusion
time, tvd[d2r/h0, wherer is density of the liquid, is a char
acteristic time of velocity fluctuation decay due to visco
friction. In the limit of smallk the elastic effects disappea
while the case of largek corresponds to the purely elast
instability. In the explored region of temperaturesk varied
from 0.78 to 26.6.

The critical Reynolds number found at the onset of
Taylor instability in Newtonian fluids in our CT column wa
Rec588. It was predicted in Ref. 15 that ford/R150.13 and
hp /h50.20 the Deborah number, Dec , at the elastic insta-
bility threshold should be about 15. Assuming thatK is con-
stant at the instability threshold, we obtained for ourd/R1

and hp /h the critical Deborah number Dec58. The largest

FIG. 3. The phase shift,dp , between the oscillations of the polymer part
stress,tp , and the shear rate,ġ, as a function of the oscillation frequency
v, multiplied byl0. The phase shift was measured at 10, 20 and 30 °C
constant normalized shear rate amplitude,l0ġ051.2.
ar

hat

ar

n
,

e

d

n

e

value of Re at the elastic instability threshold~it corresponds
to the smallestk, since Re5De0/k! was expected to be abou
10, which is much lower than Rec . Therefore, the elastic
effects were expected to dominate in the whole experime
range.

The flow in the CT column was visualized by three d
ferent methods. Adding to the polymer solution a moder
amount of light reflecting flakes~0.6% of the Kalliroscope
liquid! we observed the flow in the ambient illumination.
order to explore the flow structure across the gap in ther –z
cross section, we used the light sheet technique. A sm
amount ~0.15%! of the reflecting flakes was added to th
polymer solution and a laser beam expanded by a cylindr
lens to a sheet of light parallel to the column axis was u
for illumination. Flow patterns were captured and digitiz
with the aid of a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera and a
frame grabber. By plotting darkness profiles of the flow p
terns along a fixed line in consecutive moments of time
obtained space–time diagrams of the flow. In other exp
ments, the laser Doppler velocimetry~LDV ! technique was
used for local velocity measurements.

B. Results

The purpose of the experiments reported in this sec
was to study the dependence of the flow stability onk and
De at constanthp /h, and to explore flow patterns above th
instability threshold. The sequence of flow patterns in the
column was the same in the whole studied region ofk. The
observed patterns can be divided into two branches.

The patterns belonging to the first branch were char
terized by very low secondary velocities (v r!d/l) and very
long evolution times. The flow patterns could evolve a
transform for tens of minutes and even hours at fixed cy
der rotation velocity,V. So, it was very difficult to find the
critical Deborah number, De0 ~we could estimate it as bein
below 12!. Some of the flow patterns from the first branc
were similar to those reported in Ref. 16, where low seco
ary velocities and long evolution times were also noted. A
has been found recently,26 Boger fluids subjected to long
shear flows of De.1 can undergo subtle changes that a
beyond the scope of any simple rheological models. Thu
is not clear, whether the slowly developing flow patter
from the first branch are related to the instability mechani
by LMS, and whether they can be described by a rheolog
model of the Oldroyd-B type. Therefore, we concentrated
the second branch of flow patterns that had character
velocities, frequencies, and evolution times scaling w
l.18,25 These flow patterns that exhibit strong vortex moti
are the main subject of the present paper. Nevertheless
fore we start to discuss them, we would like to present o
particular flow pattern from the first branch.

Space–time diagrams of this axisymmetric pattern, t
we called radial wave, RW, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. T
pattern was observed at De0518 and Re50.03 Rec , so that
inertial effects were very small. The diagrams in both Figs
and 5 are plotted using the light sheet visualization te
nique. The spatial coordinate in Fig. 4 is taken along a l
parallel to the column axis, near the middle of the ga
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~Similar space–time diagrams were reported in Ref. 16.! The
diagonal lines in Fig. 4 correspond to traveling waves pro
gating along the column axis. Domains of the waves pro
gating to the right and to the left are separated by sources
sinks that appear in Fig. 4 as vertical lines.~Three sources
and two sinks can be seen in Fig. 4!. The distance betwee
the sources and the sinks is about 0.94d in average, so tha
the space between the cylinders is divided into cells wh
are almost square in ther –z cross section. In Fig. 5 the
spatial coordinate is taken in the radial direction, the ax
position being in the middle between a source and a s
One can see waves traveling radially inwards. In can be
cerned from Figs. 4 and 5 that the components of the w
vector kW (kz ,kr) are both equal to about 3p/d. Thus, the
waves seen in Figs. 4 and 5 are due to vortices that m
diagonally inwards inside the square cells built by sour
and sinks. SinceukW u'4.5p/d, there should be 4–5 vortice
simultaneously moving inside a cell. The structure of R
seems to agree with the radially traveling waves predicte
Refs. 12 and 13. On the other hand, characteristic freque
v, of RW is about 0.4/l0 ~and about 0.1/l8!, which is sig-
nificantly lower than the theoretical prediction.12,13More im-
portant, the radial waves always moved inward~Fig. 5! in
contrast to the outward propagating waves considered
Refs. 12 and 13!.

The transition to the second branch of patterns occu
if the Deborah number was increased up to 20–25. A
result of it, strong chaotically oscillating vortices that we c
disordered oscillations, DO,9,18 appeared in the column, Fig
6~a!. The transition was abrupt and strongly hystere

FIG. 4. Space–time plot of RW with the space coordinate taken along a
parallel to the column axis at the middle of the gap. The flow was visuali
by the light sheet technique.

FIG. 5. Space–time plot of RW with the space coordinate taken along
column radius~light sheet visualization!. One can see waves traveling i
radial direction inwards.
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which agrees with the recent theoretical prediction.24 If V
was lowered afterwards, DO decayed to separate oscilla
strips with a core in the middle, Fig. 6~b!. As the rotation
velocity was decreased further, these oscillatory strips
came stationary vortex structures, Fig. 6~c!, coined by us as
solitary vortex pairs or ‘‘diwhirls.’’18 The diwhirls decayed
and the Couette flow was finally recovered at a rotation
locity that could be as low as 45% of that at the DO ons

A space–time diagram of the transition to DO is show
in Fig. 7. The cylinder rotation velocity was abruptly raise
from zero to a few percent above the critical value, so t
the transition to DO occurred quickly and slow patterns b
longing to the first branch did not have time to develop. O
can see that DO arise from a transient oscillatory mode w
continuously growing amplitude that appears as a resul
instability of the Couette flow. The frequency of the oscill
tions at largek is inversely proportional to the relaxatio
time (v.1/(2l0)),25 which is evidence for the elastic na
ture of the transient mode. This mode is nonaxisymmetric
appears as a spiral traveling along the axis of the column
a superposition of two spirals traveling in opposite directio
that results in a standing wave with azimuthal wave num
m51 ~rotating standing wave, RSW9!. This spatial structure
agrees with the recent predictions for the elastic instability15

The axial wave number of the transient mode at highk was
about 4.3,25 which is also quite close to the prediction of Re
15. The same kind of transient mode, neutral linear osci
tions, NLO in Ref. 9, was observed earlier at lowerk, where
elastic and inertial effects were quite comparable. The os
lation frequency of NLO at lowk was proportional to 1/tvd

e
d

e

FIG. 6. Various flow patterns that are observed asV decreases from
V0—the rotation velocity of the DO onset, to 0.47V0—the velocity of the
diwhirl decay. The flow was visualized by the light sheet technique. The
and the bottom of each strip correspond to the outer and the inner cylin
respectively.~a! V5V0 , disordered oscillations;~b! V50.59V0 , oscilla-
tory strips;~c! V50.48V0 , stationary diwhirls.

FIG. 7. Space–time plot of transition from the Couette flow to DO with t
space coordinate taken along the column axis~ambient illumination!. One
can see patches of traveling and standing waves that appear as transi
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rather than to 1/l0. Therefore, the neutral transient travelin
spirals and RSW can obviously be driven by both elastic
inertial forces, and in this way connect the regions of lo
and high elasticity.25

The Deborah numbers at the onset of DO and at
decay of the diwhirls are plotted in Fig. 8 as functions ofk.
One can see that in the whole experimental region,l0

50.43– 3.1 s, the decay of the diwhirls occurs at a cons
Deborah number, De0510.5. At largek, the Deborah num-
ber of the DO onset also becomes a constant, De0525, while
the Reynolds number becomes completely irrelevant. T
proves that both DO and the diwhirls are driven by elas
stresses. A constant value of De0 at fixedhp

0/h0 andd/R1 ,
and varyingl0 is in full agreement with the predictions o
LMS for the elastic instability threshold. We notice, how
ever, that the value of 25 found for De0 at the DO onset is
significantly higher than expected Dec58. This large dis-
crepancy can be connected to the shear thinning ofl that is
discussed in more details in Sec. IV.

Stationarity of the diwhirls@Fig. 6~c!# gave us the pos
sibility of an accurate study of the flow structure by LDV
The dependence ofv r in a diwhirl on the axial position,z, is
presented in Fig. 9. A schematic drawing of the flow lines
a diwhirl is shown in Fig. 10.@It is made on the basis of Fig
6~c!, Fig. 9 and other LDV measurements.18# One can see

FIG. 8. Dependence of De0 at the DO onset~squares! and the diwhirl decay
~circles! on the elasticity parameterk. The dashed lines correspond to di
ferent constant values of Re/Rec , from 0.01 to 0.3.

FIG. 9. Radial component of the fluid velocityv r in a diwhirl, measured by
LDV at a constant radius~near the middle of the gap, wherev r is maximal!,
as a function of position along the column axis,z.
d
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that a diwhirl is indeed a pair of vortices. There is a striki
asymmetry between the inflow and the outflow. The inte
sive inflow is concentrated in the narrow core of the p
~that corresponds to the dark spindle-shaped cores in Fig!,
while the outflow is slow and spreads over the wide edge
the diwhirl. The asymmetry of the distribution ofv r agrees
well with the asymmetric response of the elastic forces
inflow and outflow discussed above. This is additional stro
evidence that the diwhirls are driven by the elastic ho
stress.

The elastic forces driving the flow in the diwhirls can b
understood more clearly from the following arguments. T
maximal values of the radial velocity,v r ,max, measured in
the centers of the diwhirls at their decay were about 0.5d/l0

~and larger at higher De0!.25 For substitution into Eq.~4! it is
more proper~it is discussed in more detail in Sec. IV! to use
the shear thinned value of the relaxation time,l8. At the
diwhirl decay it wasl8>0.2l0, so that l8v r ,max/d>0.1.
This relation has two important implications. First, the tim
derivatives in Eq.~4! cannot be neglected now. Since th
signs of ]v r /]r near the inner and the outer cylinder a
always opposite~for both the inflow and the outflow, Fig
10!, we expect the perturbations in stress,Dt, there to be
opposite as well. Therefore, in the core of a diwh
l8(dt/dt)>l8v r(]Dt/]r )>2l8v r ,maxDt/d>Dt/5 is of the
same order asDt itself. ~The partial time derivative,]t/]t,
is identically zero.! That is, although in the laboratory fram
the flow in a diwhirl appears as stationary a moving flu
element will experience variations of]v r /]r and Dt on a
time scale ofd/v r that is close to the relaxation time. A
consequence of that will be the appreciable phase lag
tween2]v r /]r and f r . Therefore, it is appropriate to us
the reference frame of moving fluid~Lagrangian coordinates!
to integrate Eq.~4!.

Second, in a diwhirl core the maximal derivative]v r /]r
is aboutpv r ,max/d>1/(3l8). Therefore, the termlė in ~4!
becomes of the order of unity and cannot be neglected n
Rewriting ~4c! as l(dt rr /dt)522hpė2t rr (122lė), we
see that the equation is not symmetric with respect to
sign of ė. So, negative radial stress,t rr , corresponding to
positive ė should grow faster and reach higher absolute v
ues than positive radial stress at negativeė of the same
amplitude.27 Thus, the elastic force,f r , directed inwards,
which is generated by the large positiveė at the beginning of
the inflow ~Figs. 1 and 10!, should be larger thanf r directed
outwards, which is generated by the large negativeė at the
end of the inflow~close to the inner cylinder!. Therefore, the
elastic force produced by the inflow is, an average, direc
inwards and reinforces the inflow, while in the outflow th
averagef r should be close to zero due to smallness oflė
there.

The flow structure of a diwhirl is rather complex18,25and

FIG. 10. Schematic drawing of the flow lines in a diwhirl.
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is not completely resolved at the moment. Hence, in orde
evaluate the effect of the phase lag between2]v r /]r and
f r , we need to use some model dependence ofė on time in
the Lagrangian coordinates that would reflect the most
portant features of the diwhirl flow. One can infer fro
Fig. 10 that for both the inflow and the outflow such
model dependence can be one period of a sinusoidalė(t)
5a sin(vt). As the amplitude,a, of ė(t) we takepv r ,max/d,
and as the frequency,v, we use the expression 2pv r ,max/d,
were v r ,max is the maximal radial velocity that is reache
near the middle of the gap. Takingv r ,max in the inflow 8
times larger than in the outflow, as it is suggested by Fig
and joining the two sinusoids together, we obtain the dep
dence of2]v r /]r on t in the Lagrangian coordinates, whic
is shown in Fig. 11. Since for the inflowv r ,max/d>0.1/l8,
we can takev inl851 so thatvoutl851/8, and the resulting
ė(t) has a period of 18pl8.

Substituting thisė(t) into Eq. ~4! and taking firstla
!1, we obtain after integration the dependence off r

[DN1 /r on t that is shown in Fig. 11 by the thin black lin
a. Large velocity of the inflow produces significant phase
between2]v r /]r and f r , so that the elastic force is directe
inwards during the major portion of the inflow and should
quite effective in driving it. On the other hand, in the slo
outflow the phase lag between2]v r /]r and f r is small and
f r averaged over the gap is directed outward, due to
initial overshoot produced by the inflow. As a result, t
product f rv r is positive, when averaged over the fluid el
ment trajectory, so that the elastic forces make a posi
work on the diwhirl flow.

This effect becomes even larger if a finite value oflė is
taken into account. The elastic force,f r , obtained as a resul
of the integration of Eq.~4! with la51/3 is presented in Fig
11 by the thin black lineb. One can see that the narro
diwhirl core ~the inflow region! is the region wheref rv r is
large and where most of the energy is pumped into the
whirl. In order to provide both the large phase lag betwe
2]v r /]r and f r (l(dt/dt).Dt) and the strong radial elon
gation of the polymers (lė.1) the radial velocity in the
diwhirl core has to be finite. Therefore, the diwhirls can on
arise as a result of a discontinuous hysteretic transition,
v r ,max abruptly decreases to zero when the diwhirls deca

The major asymmetry between inflow and outflo

FIG. 11. Model velocity gradient,2]v r /]r ~thick gray curve!, and the
elastic force,f r ~two thin black curves!, experienced by a fluid element in
diwhirl flow as functions of time~in the Lagrangian coordinates!. The first
~a! curve f r(t) was calculated takinglė!1, while for the second curve~b!
was takenla51/3. The radial velocity,v r(t), is schematically shown by a
thin gray line.]v r /]r is taken with the opposite sign in order to show th
phase shift between2]v r /]r and f r more clearly.
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turned out to be a common property of the flow patte
presented in Fig. 6. This can be learned from Fig. 12, wh
the statistics ofv r for these three flow types are shown. Th
radial velocity was measured at constantr near the middle of
the gap. The point of measurements was shifted along
column axis by steps of 0.5 mm and 25 measurements ov r

were taken in every point with an integration time of 0.1
For each flow pattern 1.5– 23104 velocity values were
sampled. One can see in Fig. 12 that the statistics ofv r for
the oscillatory strips@Fig. 6~b!# and for the diwhirls, that
were gathered over ten strips and ten diwhirls, respectiv
are almost identical. This distribution corresponds to the p
of v r(z) in Fig. 9. The statistics ofv r for DO share the same
general features: a long tail at negativev r and a maximum at
v r.0. Therefore, the arguments presented above for
elastic forces driving the diwhirls can be applied to the o
cillatory strips and DO as well.

IV. EXPERIMENT B

In the experiments reported in this section we explo
CT flow of PAAm solutions with different polymer concen
trations. We studied the dependence of the flow stability
the polymer contribution to viscosity,hp /h. The experi-
ments were carried out in a small CT column withR1

55.87 mm,R257.37 mm, andL556 mm at a constant tem
perature of 10 °C. The gap ratio,d/R150.255, was close to
the gap ratio in experiment A. The flow was visualized
the ambient illumination~2% of Kalliroscope was added t
the solutions!. Two series of experiments with differen
PAAm samples and Newtonian solvents were carried ou

In the first series we used the same PAAm sample a
experiment A. The Newtonian solvent was a 58% solution
saccharose in water. PAAm concentration,c, was varied
from 23 to 500 ppm, which corresponded tohp

0/hs from
0.064 to 1.37. The solvent viscosity washs50.0761 Pa s.
The polymer relaxation time,l0, was almost constant
slowly growing with c from 0.82 s atc→0 to 0.94 s atc
5500 ppm. So, the effects of polymer entanglement w
tolerable in the studied region of concentration. The elas
ity parameter,k, changed from about 25 atc523 ppm, to
about 65 at c5500 ppm @because k;1/tvd5(hs

1hp
0)/(rd2)#.

FIG. 12. Statistics of radial velocity,v r , in DO ~thick black curve!, the
oscillatory strips~gray curve! and the diwhirls~thin black curve!. Probabil-
ity density,P, is plotted in logarithmic scale againstv r / v̄ r , wherev̄ r is the
rms of the distribution.
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In the whole studied region ofc the sequence of flow
patterns was found to be the same as in experiment A: C
ette flow—RW-DO, asV was increased, and DO-oscillator
strips-diwhirls-Couette flow, ifV was decreased afterward
The Deborah numbers at different flow transitions are plot
in Fig. 13 as functions ofhp

0/h0. The highest Reynolds num
ber was less than 10% of Rec , so that the inertial effects wer
always very small. One can see that the dependence of0

on hp
0/h0 for all the transitions can be well fitted by a pow

law De0;(hp
0/h0)2a, with the exponenta being about 0.92.

This result is strikingly different from the prediction of LMS
that impliesa50.5.

An obvious reason for this discrepancy is that the ela
dumbbell model and the Oldroyd-B equations that follo
from it describe rheological properties of our polymer so
tions only approximately.1,2,4,14 The Oldroyd-B model im-
plies that the polymer part of viscosity,hp , the relaxation
time, l, and the first normal stress difference coefficie
C1 , are constants. In contrast to it, our rheometric meas
ments showed that the shear thinning ofhp was as much as
60% at the largest shear rates andl8/l0 at the same shea
rates was as small as 0.1.~The shear thinning ofC1 is dis-
cussed below.! The shear thinning is a function of the Deb
rah number~see Fig. 2!. Since De at the elastic instabilit
threshold is predicted to vary as (hp /h)20.5, the effect of the
shear thinning should be different at differenthp /h.

A straightforward way to correct the Oldroyd-B mod
for the shear thinning is to take shear thinned values of
relaxation time,l8, and of the polymer viscosity,hp

1 , for
calculation of the Deborah number, De8[l8ġ ru , and the
polymer contribution to viscosity,hp

1/h1. Since bothl and
hp are decreasing functions ofġ and De ~see Fig. 15 for
shear thinning ofhp!, we expect the exponenta8 in De8
;(hp

1/h1)2a8 to be smaller thana50.92 found for De0

andhp
0/h0. The dependence of De8 on hp

1/h1 at the diwhirl
decay is shown in Fig. 14. Indeed, fitting it by a power la
we obtain an exponenta850.6360.06 that is rather close to
the predicted exponent of 0.5.

This procedure of correction of the Oldroyd-B mod
prediction is not completely justified, however. According
LMS, the force driving the flow instability is due to the firs

FIG. 13. Dependence of De0 on hp
0/h0 at the onset of DO~squares!, decay

of DO to the oscillatory strips~triangles! and at the decay of the diwhirls
~circles!. The fits of the three dependencies to a power law D0

;(hp
0/h0)2a are shown by a continuous line, a dashed line and a do

line, respectively.
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normal stress difference and a proper generalized criterio
instability should be formulated in terms ofN1 . The relation
N1;lhpġ2 is specific for the Oldroyd-B model and may n
hold for our polymer solutions at high De. In order to qua
tatively verify the importance ofN1 for the development of
the elastic instabilities, we used a 100 ppm solution of Xa
than gum in 58% saccharose in water (hp

0/h050.61) with
relaxation timel0.1.5 s at 10 °C. In contrast to PAAm, th
molecules of the Xanthan gum are stiff, and their solutio
exhibit very low N1 , while the relaxation time,l, can be
close to that of PAAm solutions.~The normal stress differ-
ence,N1 , measured in the Xanthan gum solution was ab
two orders of magnitude lower thanN1 in a PAAm solution
with the samehp

0/hs
0 andl0 at the same shear rate.! Explor-

ing the CT flow of the Xanthan gum solution we did not fin
any flow instabilities up to the highest reachable Debo
number, De05600. This result shows that the first norm
stress difference and the hoop stress are indeed crucia
the observed flow instabilities.

Formulation of the instability criterion in terms ofN1

can be done as follows. Development of a flow perturbat
is determined by balance between the driving forceDN1 /r
that is due to]v r /]r , and the resisting force that is propo
tional to h(]v r /]r )/d. For the Oldroyd-B model,DN1 is
proportional tol(]v/]r )N1 , and we can suggest that th
relation holds in a general case of a shear thinning polym
solution. Definition of the relaxation time,l, for such a gen-
eral case is not unambiguous, though. Indeed, in the ab
expressionl describes the extensibility of a polymer mo
ecule by the secondary elongational flow in radial direct
and it cannot be measured directly by the standard rhe
etry. We can suggest, however, that this relaxation time
proportional tol* (ġ)5C1(ġ)/(2hp

1), which is, in fact, the
common definition of relaxation time for the Boger fluids.1,2

~In the above expressionC1(ġ)52N1 /ġ2!. Then the insta-
bility threshold will be determined by a nondimensional p
rameter

K* 5
d

2R1

l* N1

h~ġ!
5

d

R1

hp
1

h1 ~l* ġ !25
d

R1

hp
1

h1 De* 2, ~6!

where De* [l* ġ. The instability should occur whenK* is
raised above certain value. So, we recovered again the s
form of the nondimensional control parameter as in Eq.~5!,
but now the Deborah number, De* , is explicitly defined via

d

FIG. 14. Dependence of De8 on hp
1/h1 at the diwhirl decay fitted by a

power law.
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N1 . Similar generalized instability criteria, though based
different arguments, were suggested previously.14,17

Verification of the instability criterion based onK* re-
quires accurate measurements ofN1 at the experimenta
shear rates. We have performed the measurements of the
normal stress difference with an AR-1000 rheometer of
TA Instruments. Measurements ofN1 in the PAAm solution
used in the first series of experiments revealed signific
shear thinning ofC1(ġ) at the experimental shear rate
Typical dependencies ofhp andC1 on the shear rate,ġ, are
shown in Fig. 15. Dependence of the generalized Debo
number, De* , at the DO onset onhp

1/h1 is shown in Fig.
16. One can see that this dependence can be well fitte
the power law De* ;(hp

1/hs
1)2a* , with the exponenta*

50.4560.07. This is very close to the exponent of 0.5 th
follows from the relationK* 5const. The large uncertaint
of a* is mostly due to a systematic error that our data onN1

at low c may be subjected to.
Unfortunately, resolution of the rheometer~about 2 Pa!

was not sufficient for precise measurements ofN1 at the
diwhirl decay in the whole experimental range. Thus, we h
to use another PAAm sample with smaller molecular weig
Characteristic relaxation time of solutions of this seco
PAAm sample was about 6 times lower thanl of solutions
of the first sample at the samehs andhp . Therefore, for the

FIG. 15. Polymer part of the viscosity,hp(ġ), and the first normal stres
difference coefficient,C1 , as functions of the shear rate,ġ, for a 600 ppm
solution of PAAm~the first sample! in 58% saccharose in water at 10 °C

FIG. 16. The generalized Deborah number, De* [N1 /(2hp
1ġ), as a func-

tion of the shear thinned polymer contribution to the viscosity,hp
1/h1, at

the onset of DO in the first series of experiments. The fit to a power l

De* ;(hp
1/h1)2a* , is shown by a continuous line.
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second sample,N1 at the elastic instabilities in the CT flow
was higher by about the same factor of 6, in agreement w
the relationl* N1 /h5const.

In the second series of experiments we used solution
the second PAAm sample in 63% of saccharose in water
Newtonian solvent. The polymer concentrations,c, were 55–
500 ppm, corresponding tohp

0/hs from 0.10 to 0.96. The
solvent viscosity at the temperature of experiment~10 °C!
washs50.193 Pa s. Typical dependencies ofhp andC1 on
the shear rate,ġ, are shown in Fig. 17. One can see that bo
hp andC1 decrease with the shear rate quite significantl

The sequence of patterns in the CT flow was the sam
in the first series of experiments~and as in experiment A! at
all c. Dependencies of De* 5N1 /(2hp

1ġ) on hp
1/h1 at the

onset of DO and at the decay of the diwhirls are plotted
Fig. 18. The values of the generalized Deborah numb
De* , at the both flow transitions are quite close to tho
obtained in the first series of experiment with the first PAA
sample~Figs. 14 and 16!. We notice, though, that De* , at the
DO onset is about 30% lower that the Deborah number
lowing from the prediction of Ref. 15. Both dependenci
can be fitted rather well by De* ;(hp

1/h1)2a* ~Fig. 18!.
The exponenta* was 0.5060.03 for the decay of the di-

,

FIG. 17. Polymer part of the viscosity,hp(ġ), and the first normal stress
difference coefficient,C1 , as functions of the shear rate,ġ, for a 500 ppm
solution of PAAm~the second sample! in 63% saccharose in water at 10 °C

FIG. 18. The generalized Deborah number, De* , as a function ofhp
1/h1 at

the onset of DO~squares! and at the decay of the diwhirls~circles! in the
second series of experiments. The fits of the two dependencies to a p

law, De* ;(hp
1/h1)2a* , are shown by a continuous line and a dashed li

respectively.
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whirls and 0.5460.03 for the onset of DO. The obtaine
values ofa* are very close to the expected value of 0.5.

V. DISCUSSION

The main goal of the experiments reported in this pa
was to verify the applicability of the elastic instabilit
mechanism suggested by LMS.12 A specific feature of this
mechanism is that the driving force,f r[D(tuu2t rr )/r ,
originates from coupling between perturbative radial elon
tional flow, ]v r /]r , and the strong azimuthal shear,ġ ru . It
was also supposed that for the driving force to be effectiv
has to be phase shifted with respect to]v r /]r , and, thus,
arising secondary flow should be oscillatory. The analysis
Ref. 12 was restricted to axisymmetric linear modes. La
more accurate and extended calculations showed that
most unstable modes are always nonaxisymmetric15 and
elastic flow transitions occurring in the system are, proba
nonlinear.24 Nevertheless, the basic suggestions of LMS c
cerning the origin of the driving force and the express
for the dimensionless control parameter,K[(hp /h)
3(d/R1)De2, remained unchanged.

In our experiments we found that transition in the C
flow caused by the purely elastic instability is inde
strongly nonlinear. Therefore, we had to expand the orig
arguments of Ref. 12 to the situation wherev r is finite. From
the simple discussion in Sec. II we concluded that action
the elastic force,f r , is asymmetric with respect to inflow an
outflow of finite amplitude. Thus, we suggested that flo
patterns appearing as a result of nonlinear transitions sh
exhibit major asymmetry between inflow and outflow. Th
suggestion was completely validated by the velocity statis
of the diwhirls, oscillatory strips, and DO. Further, w
showed that the elastic force,f r , makes positive work in a
flow of the diwhirl type, and, so, should be quite efficient
driving it. The phase shift betweenf r and ]v r /]r in this
stationary flow is due to advection of the stress tensor
results in an effective oscillation frequencyv r /d. These re-
sults, we believe, are the most important evidence for
general validity of the instability mechanism suggested
LMS.

Further, constant De0 at constanthp
0/h0 andd/R1 , and

varying l0 that was found at the onset of DO and at t
decay of the diwhirls in experiment A, is in full agreeme
with the prediction of LMS. The results of experiment B al
agree with the theoretical prediction quite well, when t
shear thinning effects are taken into account by reformu
tion of the instability criterion in terms of De* andhp

1/h1

@Eq. ~6!#. The relation between De* andhp
1/h1 at the insta-

bility threshold that follows from K* 5const is De*
;(hp

1/h1)2a* , with a* 50.5, just as for an Oldroyd-B
fluid. The exponentsa* found experimentally~Figs. 16 and
18! are in the range from 0.45 to 0.54, the deviations fro
the expected value of 0.5 being close to the uncertaintie
evaluation ofa* .

Both experiment A and experiment B were designed
test the prediction of LMS thatK5const at the instability
threshold and the results of both of them agreed with it. A
is shown below, however, the conditions of the two expe
r
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ments are essentially different. That is why the predictions
the Oldroyd-B model were directly applicable for experime
A, while interpretation of the results of experiment B r
quired correction for the shear thinning. On the other ha
the results of experiment A do not bear any specific inf
mation about the elastic instability mechanism, while the
sults of experiment B support the mechanism suggested
LMS.

Experiment A was carried out at constantc and varying
temperature andhs . In the whole experimental rangehp /hs

remained almost constant. As it follows from Fig. 3, for ea
temperature there existed characteristic time,l0, such that
the response of the polymer stress,tp, to oscillations of the
shear rate with amplitudeġ0 and frequencyv was equiva-
lent, if bothl0ġ0 andl0v were kept the same. Further, th
collapse of the dependencies ofhp /hs on the shear rate a
different temperatures~Fig. 2! onto a universal curve wa
obtained with the same relaxation time,l0, that resulted
from the oscillatory tests. So, the shear thinning ofhp was a
function of De05l0ġ only. These results imply that the dif
ference between the viscoelastic properties of the PAAm
lution at different temperatures can be expressed by a si
number—the value of the principal relaxation time,l0.28

Thus, the shear thinning ofC1 should also be expresse
by a universal functiong1(De0)5C1(ġ)/C1(0), where
C1(0) is defined asN1 /ġ2 at ġ→0 and it should be propor
tional to hp

0l0.2 Since shear thinning of all the fluid param
eters depends only on De0, the prediction of the constan
Deborah number at instability threshold should not be infl
enced by the shear thinning. This can be seen, for exam
from the generalized instability criterion,K* 5const, that at
constantd/R1 can be rewritten as

l* N1

h1 5
g2~De0!l0g1~De0!C1~0!ġ2

g3~De0,hp
0/h0!h0

;
g1~De0!g2~De0!

g3~De0,hp
0/h0!

hp
0

h0 ~De0!25const,

where we do not make any special suggestions about
form of the functionsg1 , g25h1/h0 andg35l* /l0. Thus,
the prediction of constant Deborah number at constanthp /h
andd/R1 should hold not only for the Oldroyd-B fluids, bu
also for any polymer solution with the shear thinning th
depends solely on De0. This is exactly the case in experime
A.

As was mentioned above, the Deborah number defi
the degree of stretching of the polymers by the primary sh
flow and elastic stresses in the flow. Thus, constant De0 at
the flow transition thresholds actually does not point out
any specific instability mechanism. It is merely evidence t
the observed transitions are driven by the elastic stresse

For experiment B the flow transitions were predicted
occur at De varying as (hp /h)20.5, so that the effect of the
shear thinning was supposed to be different at differ
hp /h. Therefore a correction for the shear thinning was a
solutely necessary for comparison of the experimental res
with the Oldroyd-B model predictions. Our generalization
the prediction of the Oldroyd-B for a shear thinning polym
solution was based on measurable shear thinning ofC1 . It
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was rather straightforward and employed some suggest
about the connection between perturbations ofN1 and
]v r /]r that were not verified directly. Nevertheless, t
agreement between the dependence of De* on hp

1/h1 found
experimentally and the relation De* ;(hp

1/h1)20.5 follow-
ing from K* 5const was quite good. Such kind of relatio
between the Deborah number at flow transitions and
polymer contribution to viscosity is specifically connected
the structure of the Oldroyd-B equation and to the fact t
the instability is normal stress driven. So, the results of
periment B can be considered as additional evidence for
validity of the mechanism of instability.

The connection between the perturbation of radial vel
ity, v r , and changing of normal stress difference,N1 is ac-
tually one of the crucial points of the instability mechanis
It is this connection that mainly defines the instability thres
old. It cannot be obtained from the standard rheome
measurements performed in simple shear and elongati
flows,4 since the direction of the velocity perturbation is pe
pendicular to the main flow. Transitions from the Coue
flow to DO and from the diwhirls to the Couette flow a
both discontinuous. So, the problem of the pattern selec
above the instability threshold involves behavior of the po
mer solution in complex three-dimensional flows and is ev
more complicated.

Interpretation of the experimental results obviously
quires some consistent rheological model. The drawback
the Oldroyd-B model are well revealed even in simple rh
metric flows, because it does not take into account the s
thinning and finite extensibility of the polymers. The simp
corrections for the shear thinning that we made worked w
enough for the general functional dependence of the crit
Deborah number onhp /h. Nevertheless, the quantitativ
agreement between predicted Dec and the values of De*
measured at the DO onset was rather poor. A few rheolog
models, like FENE and the Giesekus model,4 have been de-
veloped to provide a more realistic description of the po
mer solution rheology. These models incorporate the sh
thinning and the finite extensibility,4,14 and they have been
recently used for treatment of the purely elas
instabilities.14,17 Still, the models have not been extensive
tested in complex three-dimensional flows. So, rheolog
properties of polymer solutions in the complex flows rem
very much an open question that is also directly related to
turbulent drag reduction problem.3,4 Further investigation of
elastic instabilities combined with more elaborate and ext
sive rheometric measurements can be a good test of t
rheological models. It can help us to better understand
behavior of polymeric fluids in complex flows.
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